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the mylar balloon: a manifesto

She let you go at the carnival, at the top of the ferris wheel. But it happens, much of childhood is spent unwittingly
letting go. She doesn’t even realize until her feet are firmly back on the ground that her red mylar balloon is gone;
she cries to her mother who does not buy her a new one. 
   And you? You are now drifting through the sky, a singular balloon, on a day of purposeful wind. You see the tops
of heads, and you hear children shrieking, feet bending the wood of the boardwalk. This is what good summers are
like. A man goes by, firmly holding onto a whole bunch of mylar balloons in the shapes of Pokemon. A little boy buys
an Eve one. He holds onto it tight, it doesn’t come join you in the sky. 
   The carnival noises fade into the distance and the mess of people thins out so that you can see streets and traffic
lights. A gust of wind carries you in towards the city. There are little patches of green amongst the concrete and glass
jungle of buildings. From them comes the familiar sounds of the carnival, the sound you start to associate with
happiness. There’s a soccer game in progress, girls and boys in blue and red uniforms pepper the field lined with
mothers and fathers. Every 6 out of 10 looks like they don’t want to be there. They prop on cars that aren’t theirs,
sipping from their coffee cups and trying to start up conversations with like-minded parents. They share information
about their custody agreements and the hours they have all alone, lonely. About what they wear when they clean
house. 
   In the city you see a lot of coffee cups. They attach themselves to stereotypes. Black coffee is in the hands of
power suit wearing businessmen with ear pieces and mouths that move too quickly. You watch them vanish into
monolithic buildings of mirrors, out to go destroy the world or profit on its rebuilding. On street corners, coffee cups
sit empty of the floor at the feet of starving artists, people with buzzed, bleached haircuts, each trying to out-strum
the next. Iced coffee is clutched by girls with sunglasses the size of their faces trying to block out the sun.    
   Reflected in their phones and in the labyrinth of mirrored towers, you move through the center of the city in a pack
of red mylar balloons. You all look in on deals being done, women having sex. People smoke cigarettes on balconies
and vape in apartment buildings. Music pours out of drain pipes. You hear about the sound of silence and the way to
light a match. 
   Stories fall off buildings as you move out of the center of the city and into an area that is being primed for
gentrification. The last of its kind are being edged out by increased property tax. The wind does not seem so eager
to carry you through quickly; it does not go by in a rush of colour. Construction teams stream in and out of buildings,
gutting them and ripping culture out of the walls. FOR SALE signs are in every other lawn. Children run up and
down the street playing tag, inside their parents worry about where they will be raised now. 
   You drift a few miles into an alleyway between two complexes. A man in a button down shirt that looks like it’s
strangling him slides his back down a back door. He pulls back his sleeve, fumbles for a needle out of his pocket,
fiending for a high. He doesn’t even see you go by. 
   The wind carries you on a little more as you try to forget the man and the look in his eyes. You leave the
neighbourhood. The wind is in a hurry now and it carries you far and fast and high. Tree tops and roofs fly by under
you as you are battered by the breeze and its agenda. And as you move there is silence. An odd 2 miles above empty
land with single roads running through them. Crops that sprawl far beyond their farms colour everything; patchwork
yellows stitched onto ploughed greens. But it doesn’t last. Roads connect and connect until they are just bronchioles
in a black lung, huffing its smog into the stratosphere. 
   The sound of children’s laughter returns and the things you thought about in the silence are no longer in your mind. 
   There’s a boy and a girl playing in hay bales, leaping from one to the other and laughing. They laugh, just like the
little girl. Their mother watches them play, she smiles at them with more than just love. She sees them as they are,



little miracles, amongst the empty land, the field owned by no one. Their father sits in the flatbed of the truck and, a
great distance from the nearest open-palmed coffee cup, he plays the guitar and sings for them. It’s an old ballad
about a lover who went off to sea. 
   The roads cutting through the land lead away from the peaceful world and back into single story buildings. The
wind lashes you back towards the ground to hear the town noise. Cars rumble and spit, backfire like cracks of
thunder, doors slam closed and swing open, people talk and sirens blare and a gun fires. And then again, and again.
The cars stop, the doors slam closed and don’t open. An armoured van blowing through traffic rips you along with it
in a current. It pulls up at a school. 
   Men in black vests with S.W.A.T across the shoulders have guns bigger than the children you’d seen playing in the
empty field. They block out the sun like the girls in the city, they talk fast like the men in the power suits. A huddle of
teenagers are just beyond a perimeter, holding onto each other. Some of them sob, they shudder quietly but you can
still hear them because everything is so very still. The wind is still. 
   Then another shot fires. And another. The men run forwards into the high school. You think of the little girl that let
you go. And her mother. You think of the man in the alley hurting himself, the father with the old song about the
ocean, the empty field he took his children to. Another gunshot rings out clearly. You never see a body, no one
comes out of the school, there are just rounds being fired. It sounds like a war ground. 
   You wonder if the little girl knows that there are still wars. 
   The wind breaks its silence with a gust that lifts papers into the air and pulls you away from the school yard. The
sound of gunshots fades into the distance like a bad memory. Will they fade away like that for everyone else that
hears it? 
   Once again you are aimless and miles in the air. 
   You drift over a piece of land where once there were treetops. Now there’s a big scar in the middle of a forest,
trunks split to show hundreds of rings. Somewhere not too far away you can imagine a man assembling a toy plane
with his son crafted from a tree that his great grandfather might have played in. And there’s a barn being raised made
from oak that survived more hurricanes than you had seen moons. And there is no one planting seeds. Right down
the center of the scar they are paving another bronchiole in the lung. 
   You carry on and find yourself on another boardwalk. Children shriek and sprint up and down and try to win
prizes. They let go of balloons. Pink ones and green ones and ones that look like raindrops and the sun. You all drift
out towards the water, towards the sea the man sang to his son and daughter about. 
   It is a mass of uninterrupted blue. It looks like a continent, like the unowned fields you’d passed over. The other
balloons that drift beside you hadn’t seen anything but the ocean but you had almost forgotten it, it was all you
managed to forget. You drift further out to sea, until you are all that is still around and the other balloons had been
swallowed up by the water to make rainbows like oil spills. 
   And as you had before, you consider the stratosphere, if the people in space can hear the children’s laughter like
you do. If it seeps through the ozone. Through that hole do they hear the deafening gunshots? Do they think they are
just old cars? Do they ever think about the man with the needle in his arm or the people being sucked out of a
neighbourhood like venom from a bite. Or if when they see the earth from up so high it is all just one unowned field.  
   You don’t see the carnival anymore, it’s like you are a single man on a fishing boat, a lover out to sea. And if the
ocean does swallow you up, how will you tell the little girl about all the ways the world might swallow her? And how
will she escape. 
   How will you not shrivel up in the cold.    
 


